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LETTER TO EDITOR

CIRPMC: An online model with simplified inflammatory
signature to predict the occurrence of critical illness in
patients with COVID-19
Dear editor,
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is characterized by heterogeneous clinical features and multiple organ
damage. Many patients with mild symptoms can suddenly
develop into critical illness and progress to a refractory
state that has significantly increased mortality, indicating
the necessity to promptly identify patients at high risk
of physiologic deterioration before the occurrence of critical COVID-19. With both innate and adaptive immune
compartments contribution, cytokine storm in covid-19 is
widely concerned. Hyperinflammatory response induced
by immune dysfunction is reported to underpin critical COVID-19.1 Uncontrolled release of cytokines results
in tissue damage and further leads to multiple organ
failure, which is the major cause of death in patients
with COVID-19.2 As expected, the differences of multiple
cytokines and immune features between critical ill and
noncritical ill patients were observed in clinical practice.
Besides, early seroconversion and high antibody titer were
linked with less severe clinical symptoms. Using inflammatory/immune factors to predict the risk of developing
critical COVID-19 under the assistance of machine learning (ML) is promising to aid management of the disease,
but rarely reported.
Electronic health records (EHRs) harbor valuable
resources generated from routine medical activities and
have been widely used. However, medical data are often
complex, multidimensional, nonlinear, heterogeneous,
and required to be analyzed using more effective statistical
methods than traditional logistic regression. ML is a subfield of artificial intelligence that encapsulates statistical
and mathematical algorithms, which enables facts interrogation and complex decision making through a given set
of data. The combination of EHRs and ML shows potential
applications in predicting the risk of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease and gestational diabetes.
In this multicenter study, we developed an online
model with four inflammatory factors (C reactive

protein [CRP], tumor necrosis factor α [TNF-α], interleukin 2 receptor [IL-2R], and interleukin 6 [IL-6]) that
enabled accurate identification of COVID-19 patients
prone to critical illness approximately 20 days in advance.
The model was validated in an internal validation cohort
(SFV cohort) and an external validation cohort (OV
cohort). Study design is presented in Figure 2A. The
detailed demographic and characteristics of patients are
shown in Table S1.
A total of 15 raw inflammatory/immune features were
collected from COVID-19 patients at admission. After feature filtering (Figure S1) and data imputation (Figure S2),3
eight features were fitted into Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator (LASSO)4 logistic regression for
feature selection (Figure 1A). As illustrated in Figure 1B,
we considered features whose coefficients equaled to zero
as redundant and less predictive features. As a result,
LASSO analysis identified four features (CRP, TNF-α, IL2R, and IL-6) for the development of critical illness classifier.
We conducted the Spearman correlation analysis
between the four features and critical illness status.
Figure S3A indicates that the positive correlation at
varying degrees existed across five features. The top
weighted features, IL-6 (R = 0.49), CRP (R = 0.47),
IL-2R (R = 0.43), and TNF-α (R = 0.37), were consisted
with previously reported risk factors that were highly
correlated with poor outcome of COVID-19. Standard box
plots presented significant differences (P < 2.2e-16) of
the four features between critically ill and noncritically
ill COVID-19 patients (Figure S3B). The median (IQR)
expression of TNF-α (17.0, 10.5-29.3, pg/mL), CRP (182.7,
103.2-258.6, mg/L), IL-2R (1447.0, 993.0-2327.5, U/mL),
and IL-6 (169.4, 58.1-640.9, pg/mL) was significantly
higher in critically ill patients compared with TNF-α (8.1,
6.1-10.5, pg/mL), CRP (16.1, 2.5-57.8, mg/L), IL-2R (520.0,
299.0-770.5, U/mL), and IL-6 (5.0, 2.1-18.4, pg/mL) in
noncritically ill patients.
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F I G U R E 1 Feature selection by LASSO and model performance across cohorts. A, LASSO variable trace profiles of the eight features. The
vertical dashed line shows the best lambda value (0.035) chosen by 10-fold cross validation. B, Feature with zero coefficient (colored with gray)
at lambda = 0.035 was considered less crucial to the patient’s critical illness status and removed by Lasso logistic regression analysis. Feature
with positive coefficient (colored with red) is regarded high risk in respect to critical illness. C, D, ROC curve and AUC of SVM, LR, GBDT,
KNN, and NN in SFV cohort and OV cohort, respectively. E, F, KM curve of low-risk and high-risk subgroups predicted by SVM model in SFV
and OV cohorts, respectively. The light red or blue areas refer to the 95% confidence interval. P value is computed by log-rank test. Hazard ratio
(HR) and its 95% confidence interval are obtained with univariate Cox model. Abbreviations: CRP, C reactive protein; GBDT, gradient boosted
decision tree; HR, hazard ratio; IL-2R, interleukin 2 receptor; IL-6, interleukin 6; IL-8, interleukin 8; IL-10, interleukin 10; IL-1β, interleukin
1β; KNN, k-nearest neighbor; LASSO, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; LR, logistic regression; NN, neural network; OV cohort,
external validation cohort of Optical Valley Campus of Tongji Hospital; SFV cohort, internal validation cohort of Sino-French New City Campus
of Tongji Hospital; SVM, supported vector machine; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α

During model development stage, five models (support vector machine [SVM], logistic regression [LR], gradient boosted decision tree [GBDT], k-nearest neighbor
[KNN], and neural network [NN]) were trained for risk
prediction. In general, all five models showed varying but
promising critical illness risk prediction performance in
the internal and external validation cohorts. CIRPMC (critical illness risk prediction model for COVID-19) derived
from SVM achieved the highest predictive performance.

Relative feature importance rank of SVM is shown in
Figure S4. As binary classifier, CIRPMC outputted critical illness risk probability (P) ranged from 0 to 1 for each
patient, and stratified patients with P < .5 as low risk, otherwise high risk. For SFV cohort, CIRPMC achieved an AUC
(area under the receiver operating characteristics curve)
of 0.946 (95% CI 0.923-0.969) to identify patients having
high risk of developing critical illness with an accuracy
of 92.7% (95% CI 90.4%-94.6%). For OV cohort, CIRPMC
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demonstrated an AUC of 0.969 (95% CI 0.945-0.992) and an
accuracy of 96.6% (95% CI 95.1-97.7%) (Figure 1C, D). The
calibration curve of CIRPMC in two validation cohorts is
depicted in Figure S5. Intriguingly, CIRPMC also displayed
the minimal Brier score of 0.057 for SFV cohort and 0.028
for OV cohort. All other metrics and the performance of
other models are listed in Table 1.
With critical illness as status and time from admission
to critical illness or discharge as the endpoint, KaplanMeier analysis further confirmed the risk stratification
ability of the model. CIRPMC robustly stratified high-risk
patients and low-risk patients with P < .0001 in both
internal and external validation cohorts. The univariate
Cox analysis also demonstrated the positive correlation
between CIRPMC predicted critical illness subgroup
and the ground truth critical illness survival for internal
(HR: 22.52, 95% CI 14.69-34.53) and external (HR:54.30,
95% CI 32.21-91.52) validation cohorts, respectively
(Figure 1E, F).
Additionally, we opened up an online calculator
based on CIRPMC to input the values of features
needed for risk prediction of COVID-19 patients
(https://cirpmc.deepomics.org/). After the clinicians
fill in the online form with corresponding features,
CIRPMC returns a personalized probability and risk
group of critical illness. Illustration of an example of the
online prediction system is presented in Figure 2B. In
this study, CIRPMC was developed to identify COVID-19
patients with high risk of developing critical illness and
achieved high predictive performance with an AUC
range from 0.946 to 0.969 across the internal and external
validation cohorts. The accurate and rapid risk stratifica-

tion is critical to ensure health systems agile and hopefully
will optimize patient outcomes where “time is life.”
Certain interpretability is a strength of CIRPMC. In
accord with previous reports, we found that the expression
levels of four contributive inflammatory cytokines (CRP,
TNF-α, IL-2R, and IL-6) were significantly higher in critically ill patients than those in noncritically ill patients.5
Another strengths of CIRPMC are its stability and generalizability. Four features used for prediction are readily accessible and frequently monitored in routine clinical
practice. Besides, they are relatively objective, solid, and
less susceptible to human memory bias, suggesting that
CIRPMC is not susceptible to human interference and has
strong generalization to be extended to other medical institutions.
During the pandemic, there has emerged many studies on prognosis prediction of COVID-19.6–8 However, the
sample size of most studies is small, thus harboring risks
of overfitting.6,7 Moreover, most studies lack independent external validation or the number of patients within
external validation is limited,9,10 which can impair the
reproducibility and credibility of models. Our study is
with larger sample size, independent external validation,
detailed patient description, and relatively long observation time (18-20 days).
However, the study has some limitations. First, patients
included are primarily locals in Wuhan. Data from
multiple provinces or countries could further improve
the applicability and robustness of models. Besides, the
prognostic implication of CIRPMC has not been evaluated
in prospective cohorts due to the retrospective nature of
this study.

1.000 (0.995 – 1.000)
0.000 (0.000-0.054)

0.957 (0.941-0.970)

0.919 (0.899-0.937)

0.908 (0.861-0.954)

0.963 (0.940-0.986)

KNN

NN

Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve; SVM, supported vector machin; GBDT, gradient boosted decision tree; KNN, k-nearest neighbour; LR, logistic regression; NN, neural network; NPV, negative predictive value;
OV, Optical Valley Campus of Tongji Hospital; PPV, positive predictive value; SFV cohort, internal validation cohorts of Sino-French New City Campus of Tongji Hospital; SN, sensitivity; SP, specificity.
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Performance metrics for critical illness risk prediction of models in cohorts
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In conclusion, this retrospective, multicenter study
showed CIRPMC with readily available features holds
great potential in accurately and timely (approximately
20 days in advance) identifying COVID-19 patients prone
to develop into critical illness. The model held strong stability, generalizability, universality, and wide prediction
horizon to be easily extended to areas with limited medical resources. The proposed model potentially assists clinicians to locate the patients with a higher priority to be
early intervened and intensively monitored, and eliminate
delays to maximize the number of survivors during the
rapidly developing global emergency. Equipped with high
predictive performance, the online calculator CIRPMC
deserves to be proceeded with. However, these findings
warrant further validations in prospective clinical trials.
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F I G U R E 2 Working flow of the study. A,
Study design. B, Illustration of the online
prediction model-CIRPMC. Abbreviations:
CIRPMC, critical illness risk prediction model for
COVID-19; CRP, C reactive protein; IL-2R,
interleukin 2 receptor; IL-6, interleukin 6; OV
cohort, external validation cohort of Optical Valley
Campus of Tongji Hospital; SFT cohort, training
cohort of Sino-French New City Campus of Tongji
Hospital; SFV cohort, internal validation cohort of
Sino-French New City Campus of Tongji Hospital;
TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α
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